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It is shown in this paper that a previously reported 90° sample
flipping 13C 2D CSA-CSA correlation experiment may be carried
out alternatively by employing constant slow sample rotation
about the magic angle axis and by synchronizing the read pulse to
1
3 of the rotor cycle. A high-resolution 3D CSA-CSA-CSA correla-
ion experiment based on the magic angle turning technique is
eported in which the conventional 90° 2D CSA-CSA powder
attern for each carbon in a system containing a number of

nequivalent carbons may be separated according to the isotropic
hemical shift value. The technique is demonstrated on 1,2,3-
rimethoxybenzene in which all of the overlapping powder pat-
erns that cannot be segregated by the 2D CSA-CSA experiment
re resolved successfully by the 3D CSA-CSA-CSA experiment,
ncluding even the two methoxy groups (M1 and M3) whose iso-
ropic shifts, confirmed by high-speed MAS, are separated by only

ppm. A difference of 4 ppm in the principal value component
d33) between M1 and M3 is readily obtained. © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: solid state NMR; magic angle turning (MAT); chem-
cal shift anisotropy (CSA); 2D CSA-CSA correlation; 3D CSA-
SA-CSA correlation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The two-dimensional magic angle turning (2D MAT) exp
iment first reported by Gan (1) has been developed into
powerful tool for the measurement of the principal value
chemical shift tensors in powdered solids with complex
lecular structure (2–10). Based on the magic angle hopp
experiment (11, 12) initially reported by Baxet al. (11), the
MAT experiment is easier to perform for a number of reas
First, the magic angle can be set experimentally with
accuracy. Second, the read pulses may be spaced accura
1
3 of the rotor cycle with the aid of a simple rotor synchro
zation device (4). Third, the experiment may be carried
using either simple homemade large-sample-volume p
(3, 4) or commercially available MAS probes (1, 5, 6). Be-
cause of the very slow sample spinning employed in the M
experiment, a large sample volume can be used that pro
high sensitivity for the measurement.

The MAT experiment has been extended to produce a
ber of new and useful multidimension solid-state NMR ex
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iments. These modifications allow important interactions t
isolated in experiments with additional dimensions. The
cept has been successfully demonstrated recently wit
development of a high-resolution 3D separated-local-field
periment (13).

It has been shown that a 2D CSA-CSA correlation spec
s useful for extracting CSA principal values in powde
olids (14) and it is especially attractive for obtaining
rientation parameters of molecules in an oriented sa
15–17). The 2D CSA-CSA correlation experiment, based
arlier work by Henrichs (18), was developed by the Gra
14, 15) and Spiess (16, 17) groups, especially for polym

samples. A 90° (14, 15) or a 45° (16, 17) sample reorientatio
is generally used in this type of experiment. The sam
reorientation has been achieved mechanically using a re
tational flipping mechanism, in which the sample is quic
rotated 90 or 45° about an axis perpendicular to the mag
field direction. Since a 90° or a 45° sample reorientation a
the magnetic field can be alternatively realized by rotating
sample 120° or 55.9° about an axis inclined at the magic a
these sample reorientations may be carried out in a magic
turning experiment. In the process, one creates a MAT
CSA-CSA sequence.

A limitation of the reorientational 2D CSA-CSA correlati
spectrum is the broad powder patterns from different type
carbons that are superimposed and are often indistinguis
from one another when there are a number of inequiv
carbons in the sample. In order to identify the individ
powder pattern for each inequivalent carbon in a com
system, a 3D experiment generally should be employed. In
work, a high-resolution 3D CSA-CSA-CSA experiment ba
on the MAT technique is reported, in which the conventio
90° 2D CSA-CSA powder pattern for each carbon may
segregated by its isotropic chemical shift value. The 3D C
CSA-CSA experiment presented in this paper is an altern
to the slow-spinning version of the 3D DECODER experim
(essentially an isotropic-CSA-CSA 3D correlation experim
introduced previously by Lewiset al. (19). The isotropic di
mension was produced by Gan’s original MAT sequence a
independent dimension.
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231CSA CORRELATION EXPERIMENT USING MAGIC ANGLE TURNING
2. THEORY

2.1. The13C MAT 2D CSA-CSA Correlation Experiment

The pulse sequence for the MAT 90° CSA-CSA correla
experiment is shown in Fig. 1a. The slow sample tur
period is constant and denoted byT. The 13C transverse ma-
netization is created by the conventional cross-polariz
method. At the end of the evolution timet b, a 90° projection
pulse labeledP1 stores either the cosine or the sine compo
of the magnetization along the longitudinal field direction.
transverse magnetization component decays by transver
laxation during the store period labeledL. The 90° read puls
labeledP2, is synchronized to13 of the rotor cycle relative to th
end of the cross-polarization pulse. By phase cycling the
jection pulseP1, the hypercomplex (20) FID is

F~ta, tb! 5 M0exp~ jfb~tb! 2 tb/T2!exp~ifa~ta! 2 ta/T2!,

[1]

here exp(jf b(t b) 2 t b/T2) or exp(if a(t a) 2 t a/T2) represent
the time dependence of the FID obtained from a rota
sample. This FID produces a spinning-sideband spec
whose features depend on the principal values of the che
shift tensor and decay in the usual way with the time con
T2. Since the initial sample positions for dimension (a)
dimension (b) are perpendicular in space, Eq. [1] represe
2D FID for a rotating sample that correlates two initia
orthogonal magnetic field directions. When a slow sam
rotation rate, e.g., 20–50 Hz, is used, the spinning sideb
are no longer distinguishable from one another and the

FIG. 1. The pulse sequence for the13C MAT 2D CSA-CSA correlatio
experiment. During the time period labeled “L,” the magnetization is store
along the magnetic field direction by the 90° projection pulse labeledP1. “T”
is the rotor period. The phase cycling for the pulses are generated ba
those given in Ref. (14) by adding phase cycling for thep pulses. (a). Th
model MAT pulse sequence. (b). The echo-MAT CSA-CSA sequence.
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lapping sideband spectrum approaches that of a stati
sample. An essentially identical 2D powder pattern ma
obtained by using either the conventional “flipper” techni
(14) or this MAT method.

The dead time, inherent with the pulse sequence in Fig
ay be eliminated with a symmetric double echo sequ
epicted in Fig. 1b. The FID obtained by this modified p
equence is

F~ta, tb! 5 M0exp@ j ~Cb 1 fb! 2 ~tb 1 2D!/T2#

3 exp@i ~Ca 1 fa! 2 ~ta 1 2D!/T2#

5 K z FID~ta, tb!, [2]

here

K 5 exp~ jCb!exp~iCa!, [3]

FID~ta, tb! 5 M0exp@ jfb~tb! 2 ~tb 1 2D!/T2#

3 exp@ifa~ta! 2 ~ta 1 2D!/T2#. [4]

n general, the phase angles,Ca andCb, will be different for
different crystal orientations in a rotating sample (21) and
cannot be eliminated through phase corrections. Fortunate
a very slow turning rate,K approaches 1 and the phase dis
tion becomes negligible. The spectrum produced by the
sequence in Fig. 1b resembles the conventional CSA-
correlation spectrum.

2.2. The13C MAT 3D CSA-CSA-CSA Correlation
Experiment

The generalization of a 3D CSA-CSA-CSA correlation sp
trum is best illustrated with the simplest model pulse sequ
shown in Fig. 2a. The read pulses are labeled with phasesY and
X in the 13C channel and are synchronized to1

3 of the rotor
ycle. In this way, the orientations of the sample are mutu
erpendicular initially with respect to each other during
cquisition (a), evolution (b), and evolution (c) dimensio
espectively. The acquired 3D hypercomplex data sets, w
re obtained by phase cycling the projection pulsesP1 andP2,

are as follows:

F1~tc, tb, ta!

5 cos~f~tc!!cos~f~tb!! Fa~ta!exp~2~tc 1 tb!/T2! [5]

F2~tc, tb, ta!

5 cos~f~tc!!sin~f~tb!! Fa~ta!exp~2~tc 1 tb!/T2! [6]

F3~tc, tb, ta!

5 sin~f~tc!!cos~f~tb!! Fa~ta!exp~2~tc 1 tb!/T2! [7]

on
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232 HU ET AL.
F4~tc, tb, ta!

5 sin~f~tc!!sin~f~tb!! Fa~ta!exp~2~tc 1 tb!/T2!. [8]

The four sets of hypercomplex data are then collected i
ollowing way to obtain the sine and cosine components o
agnetization for the evolution (c) dimension:

Fc~tc, tb, ta!

5 F1~tc, tb, ta! 1 jF 2~tc, tb, ta!

5 cos~f~tc!!exp~ jf~tb!! Fa~ta!exp~2~tc 1 tb!/T2!

5 cos~f~tc!! Fb~tb! Fa~ta!exp~2tc/T2!, [9]

Fs~tc, tb, ta!

5 F3~tc, tb, ta! 1 jF 4~tc, tb, ta!

5 sin~f~tc!!exp~ jf~tb!! Fa~ta!exp~2~tc 1 tb!/T2!

5 sin~f~tc!! Fb~tb! Fa~ta!exp~2tc/T2!. [10]

One obtains

F~tc, tb, ta! 5 Fc~tc, tb, ta! 1 kFs~tc, tb, ta!

5 Fc~tc! Fb~tb! Fa~ta!, [11]

where, F a(t a) 5 M 0exp(if(t a) 2 t a/T2), F b(t b) 5
exp(jf(t b) 2 t b/T2), and F c(t c) 5 exp(kf(t c) 2 t c/T2) are
the FIDs for the acquisition (a), evolution (b), and evolu
(c), respectively. Each of these FIDs may be identified with

FIG. 2. The pulse sequences for the high-resolution MAT 3D CSA-C
SA experiment. Thet b andt c are the second and the third evolution per

andD is the echo delay used to avoid probe ring-down and receiver reco
(a). The model pulse sequence for the MAT 3D CSA-CSA-CSA experim
(b). The echo pulse sequence for the MAT 3D CSA-CSA-CSA experim
e
e

e

of the orthogonal axes associated with the different prin
values of the chemical shift tensor. The time constants,T2, of
these FIDs are assumed to be isotropic in character. Sin
initial sample orientations for dimensions a, b, and c
mutually perpendicular in space, Eq. [11] represents a
hypercomplex FID of a slowly rotating sample which co
lates three mutually perpendicular magnetic field direction
a slow turning rate, e.g., 20–50 Hz, the numerous spin
sidebands merge together. The powder pattern of a s
rotating sample approaches that which would be obtained
a stationary sample. The Fourier transformation of Eq.
gives a 3D spectrum, in which the powder pattern for e
carbon is separated into planes (isotropic shift planes) pe
dicular to the body diagonal of the cubic spectrum. The
projection of the cubic spectrum onto its diagonal resem
the 1D MAS spectrum. A 2D projection onto any one of
cube faces (i.e.,F a–F b, F a–F c, and F b–F c) is a typical 2D
CSA-CSA correlation spectrum. A selected projection o
isotropic shift plane for a specific carbon to theF a–F b 2D
pectral plane produces the familiar 2D CSA-CSA spec
or the corresponding carbon.

A disadvantage of the model 3D pulse sequence in Fi
rises from the poor quality of the 3D spectrum due to the

ime associated with probe ring-down and receiver recove
ymmetric triple-echo sequence is incorporated to sup
hese dead time distortions and the resultant pulse seque
iven in Fig. 2b. The phase cycling for the pulses in Fig. 2
ummarized in Table 1. Hypercomplex data are acquired
ollected in the same way as described for the pulse seq
n Fig. 2a. The result is described by Eq. [12]:

F~tc, tb, ta! 5 K Fc~tc! Fb~tb! Fa~ta!exp~26D/T2!, [12]

here

K 5 exp~kCc!exp~ jCb!exp~iCa!

Fa~ta! 5 M0exp~if~ta! 2 ta/T2!,

Fb~tb! 5 exp~ jf~tb! 2 tb/T2!,

Fc~tc! 5 exp~kf~tc! 2 tc/T2!. [13]

AlthoughCc 1 Cb 1 Ca 5 0 is satisfied for a rotating samp
ecause the triple-echo sequence is equally spaced arou
ircle (3), the three phases,Ca, Cb, andCc, in Eq. [13] canno

be added together asi , j , andk are three independent comp
omponents. This triple-echo sequence in Fig. 2b produ
erfect chemical shift echo only at the limit of the zero rota

requency, or alternatively, asD/T approaches zero. This fe
ture is described in Ref. (3) for the triple-echo MAT exper
ment. At very slow sample rotation,K approaches unity.

-

ry.
t.
.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The sample 1,2,3-trimethoxybenzene (1,2,3-TMB) was
tained from Aldrich and was used without further purificat

All of the experiments were performed on a VXR-200 NM
spectrometer with a13C frequency of 50.309 MHz. A hom-

ade large-sample-volume MAT probe (3) was used to hold
-g sample. The power levels for the decoupling channel
30 W for cross-polarization and about 600 W for decoup

o give, respectively, a 30-kHz field for cross-polarization
48-kHz field for decoupling. All data were processed w

oftware, developed in this laboratory, running on a VAX d
tation.
In Fig. 3a, the MAT 2D CSA-CSA spectrum of 1,2,3-TM

s acquired using the pulse sequence in Fig. 1b at a sa
urning rate of 446 0.2 Hz. This spectrum was acquired w
he following experimental conditions. The spectral widths
wa 5 swb 5 20,000 Hz, corresponding to a time incremen
0 ms for both dimensions. A contact time of 4 ms andD

value of 60 ms were used. Hypercomplex data sets w
acquired with 64t b increments in the evolution dimension;
scans with a recycle delay time of 8 s were acquired for bo

TAB
The Phase Table for the High-Resolution MA

Pulse 1 2 3 4

0 1X 1X 1X 1X
P1 1Y 1Y 2Y 2Y
P2 1Y 2Y 1Y 2Y
P3 1X 1X 1X 1X
P4 1X 1X 1X 1X
P5 1Y 1Y 1Y 1Y
Receiver 1Y 2Y 2Y 1Y

P0 1X 1X 1X 1X
P1 1Y 1Y 2Y 2Y
P2 1X 2X 1X 2X
P3 1X 1X 1X 1X
P4 1X 1X 1X 1X
P5 1Y 1Y 1Y 1Y
Receiver 1Y 2Y 2Y 1Y

P0 1X 1X 1X 1X
P1 1X 1X 2X 2X
P2 1Y 2Y 1Y 2Y
P3 2X 2X 2X 2X
P4 2X 2X 2X 2X
P5 2Y 2Y 2Y 2Y
Receiver 1Y 2Y 2Y 1Y

P0 1X 1X 1X 1X
P1 1X 1X 2X 2X
P2 1X 2X 1X 2X
P3 2X 2X 2X 2X
P4 2X 2X 2X 2X
P5 2Y 2Y 2Y 2Y
Receiver 1Y 2Y 2Y 1Y
-
.

re
g
d
h
a

ple

e
f

e

the real and the imaginary FIDs at eacht b increment. The tota
measurement time was about 20 h.

Three conventional 90° sample reorientation 2D CSA-C
patterns (14) are easily recognized in Fig. 3a, indicating t
he replacement of the rapid mechanical reorientation
onstant slow sample turning is practical. The13C MAT 2D

CSA-CSA spectrum may be readily simulated even with s
overlapped broad powder patterns. The simulated spe
shown in Fig. 3b is produced using the POWDER simula
program developed previously (14), where the influence of th
low sample turning is not considered. Seven sets of the t
rincipal values corresponding to the seven different po
atterns were used for the simulation of the 2D CSA-C
pectrum. A Gaussian line broadening of 8 ppm in both
ensions was applied. The simulation was initialized usin
xperimental principal values from the triple-echo MAT m
urements (3) reported previously. During the simulation,
elative distance of the principal values for any one set o
rincipal values was locked and constrained such that

ndividual pattern could only move along the twofold symm
ic axis of the spectrum during the simulation process. Bec
f the high intensity of the powder patterns for the meth

1
3D CSA-CSA-CSA Correlation Experiment

5 6 7 8 Magnetization

2X 2X 2X 2X
1Y 1Y 2Y 2Y
1Y 2Y 1Y 2Y
1X 1X 1X 1X
1X 1X 1X 1X
1Y 1Y 1Y 1Y
2Y 1Y 1Y 2Y F1(t c, t b, t a)

2X 2X 2X 2X
1Y 1Y 2Y 2Y
1X 2X 1X 2X
1X 1X 1X 1X
1X 1X 1X 1X
1Y 1Y 1Y 1Y
2Y 1Y 1Y 2Y F2(t c, t b, t a)

2X 2X 2X 2X
1X 1X 2X 2X
1Y 2Y 1Y 2Y
2X 2X 2X 2X
2X 2X 2X 2X
2Y 2Y 2Y 2Y
2Y 1Y 1Y 2Y F3(t c, t b, t a)

2X 2X 2X 2X
1X 1X 2X 2X
1X 2X 1X 2X
2X 2X 2X 2X
2X 2X 2X 2X
2Y 2Y 2Y 2Y
2Y 1Y 1Y 2Y F4(t c, t b, t a)
LE
T
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234 HU ET AL.
carbons, a small phase distortion in the OCH3 powder pattern
was found to interfere with the simulation of low-intens
CSA-CSA powder patterns. This distortion is especially
ticeable in the pattern for C5. In order to obtain a reasonab
simulation, the principal values for the methoxy carbons w
locked. The simulated final principal values for the differ
carbon produced deviations less than62 ppm from the initia
starting values. This general agreement between the triple
version of the MAT experiment and the current experime
typical of most powder methods.

The results on 1,2,3-TMB from the MAT 3D CSA-CS

FIG. 3. (a) Contour plot of the experimental13C MAT 2D CSA-CSA
correlation spectrum of 1,2,3-TMB. (b) Contour plot of the simulated
CSA-CSA correlation spectrum of 1,2,3-TMB. In both (a) and (b), the con
interval is 2% and the lowest contour plotted is 2% of the maximum
height.
-

re
t

ho
is

CSA correlation experiment using the pulse sequence in
2b are summarized in Figs. 4 and 5. The experimental c
tions were as follows: The contact time was 5 ms. The
pulse width for13C channel was 9.5ms. The recycle delay tim
was 8 s. The sample spinning rate was 446 0.2 Hz.D 5 50
ms. The spectral widthsswa 5 swb 5 swc 5 15,625 Hz5
310.8 ppm, corresponding to a time domain increment of 6ms
for each individual dimension. The experimental data w
collected in the following way. For eacht c increment, a 2D
experiment consisting of 32t b and 256 t a increments wa
acquired. The number of accumulations for each indivi
FID (i.e., a pair of fixedt c and t b values) was 16. Hence, t
time needed to acquire one set of 2D data is 323 16 3 4 3
8 s, i.e., 4.55 h. A total of 32 sets of 2D data sets describe
Eqs. [5–8] were acquired. Hence the total time require
acquire a 3D data set was 4.553 32, approximately 146 h. Th
spinning rate changed by less than60.2 Hz during the expe
iment. The 3D data set was transferred to a data station w
the 3D hypercomplex data were constructed according to
[9–11]. The time domain data in botht b and t c dimension
were zero filled to 256 points before Fourier transforma
After the Fourier transformation, the 3D spectrum may
improved by symmetrizing the data using the sixfold per
tational symmetry inherent in the technique. This produce
increase inS/N by a factor of 61/2.

In order to select a specific 2D powder pattern, all of the
are first projected onto the diagonal of the spectral cube
resultant spectrum, shown in Fig. 4, resembles a high-qu
MAS spectrum, from which the isotropic chemical shift po
tion for each carbon can be determined. Since the CSA-C
CSA powder patterns for resolved isotropic chemical
positions lie in planes perpendicular to the diagonal of
cubic spectrum (i.e., the isotropic shift planes), projectio
the data in an isotropic chemical shift plane onto theF a–F b 2D

FIG. 4. The isotropic chemical shift projection of the MAT 3D CS
CSA-CSA correlation spectrum of 1,2,3-TMB. Due to truncation of the FI
the 3D experiment, the resonances corresponding to the methoxy carbo1
and M3) are unresolved in this projection. The inset shows a convention13C

P/MAS spectrum for the methoxy carbons acquired at a spinning rat
Hz and at the same magnetic field strength.

r
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235CSA CORRELATION EXPERIMENT USING MAGIC ANGLE TURNING
spectral plane produces a 2D CSA-CSA powder pattern
resembles the conventional 90° sample reorientation spec
The resulting contour plots of this CSA-CSA powder pat
for each carbon in 1,2,3-TMB are illustrated in Fig. 5.
though the resonances for the methyls M1 and M3 are no
completely resolved in the isotropic chemical shift projec
in Fig. 4 due to the truncation of the FIDs, the 4-ppm differe
between the twod33 components is readily visualized by-
lecting 2D projections of the 3D spectral responses at va
frequencies across the overlapped isotropic resonances.

The isolated single CSA-CSA powder patterns in Fig. 5
be simulated in a straightforward way and principal value
the chemical shift tensors can thus be obtained (14). As in the
ase of the triple-echo MAT experiment (3), the best simulate

FIG. 5. The projection of the isolated MAT 3D CSA-CSA-CSA cor
diversity of tensors, a variety of plotting parameters must be used to pro
respectively, for the contour interval and lowest contour in percentages
C4,6 (1 and 6%), C5 (1 and 4%), C2 (2 and 8%), C1,3 (1.5 and 6%).
at
m.
n

n
e

us

y
f

rincipal values are in excellent agreement with those from
ingle crystal study (22). The differences between the sim
ated principal values and those from the single crystal s
re found to be within62 ppm.
The method presented in this work differs from the

low-spinning version of the 3D DECODER experiment (19)
n the following particulars. Three storage pulses were us
ef. (19), while two are used in our approach. Since e
torage pulse projects only a cosine or a sine component
otal magnetization, greater sensitivity is realized in the pre
xperiment. The new approach correlates three ortho
irections while in Ref. (19) only two orientations were co
elated. The third dimension in the new approach ma
seful for interpreting experimental results on orientation

tion spectrum of 1,2,3-TMB onto theF a–F b 2D spectral plane. Because of
optimal visualizations of the different carbons. These plotting parameters are given
aximum peak height as follows: M1 (3 and 8%), M3 (3 and 12%), M2 (2 and 5%)
rela
vide
of m
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236 HU ET AL.
preferred samples. Rotor synchronization with preferred o
tational directions is required. However, the method in
(19) has the flexibility of correlating two spatial orientatio
with arbitrary angles other than the 90° used in Ref. (14) and
n this work.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A 90° sample reorientation13C 2D CSA-CSA correlatio
spectrum can be produced by employing constant slow sa
rotation about the magic angle axis and by synchronizing
read pulse to13 of the rotor cycle. A high-resolution 3D CS
CSA-CSA correlation experiment based on the MAT techn
is reported in which the overlapped conventional 90° 2D C
CSA powder pattern for each carbon in a system with a nu
of inequivalent carbons can be separated according to it
tropic chemical shift value. The technique is demonstrate
1,2,3-trimethoxybenzene, where the conventional 90°
CSA-CSA powder pattern for each carbon is success
obtained. The high-resolution 3D CSA-CSA-CSA techniqu
also promising for the investigation of oriented samples
complex molecular structures when the rotor position is
chronized with the orientationally preferred directions.
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